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These days, PHP is a much preferred as well as hugely used programming language which enables
the programmers to construct attention-grabbing websites and active web pages for any sort of
business or industry. PHP supports common databases like MySQL, Oracle, and many more. PHP
is basically an open source. It is absolutely free to acquire with MySQL and LINUX, and one should
not spend useless money for its license fee. It has quite effective characteristics which permit
developers to build up wonderful web applications which draw users to view it.

It is relatively simple for beginners to understand the basics of PHP development. PHP is a short
form of Hypertext Preprocessor. It is basically a server-side scripting language. It enables dynamic
data coordination which facilitates the user to have a mind blowing experience in their web
applications. PHP is put to use for variety of reasons such as web-based applications, chat
software, custom applications and CMS, and also for development of dynamic tools. PHP can be
rooted into HTML. It has some really amazing features which lend it an extra edge as compared to
other languages such as .Net, Java and so many others. PHP programming is very helpful in the
open source development such as Zen Cart development, Joomla development, OsCommerce
development, Magento development, WordPress development and so many others.

Today the concept of online shopping has become very popular. Online shopping has lead to
creation of huge shopping market on web all across the globe. Each and every store owner on the
web is keen on expanding their business. And people who do not have their store on the web are
keen on starting one. Such a thing can take place via PHP e-commerce solutions. This will provide
an immediate boost to the business of online store owners. By means of such a thing, web portals
can be made. These days, from small scale business to huge multinational organization, all make
use of it for purpose of web portal development like B2c portal, B2B portal and many other
applications. In case an online store owner as well as website owners desire to customize their
portal or applications then they have to hire services of PHP developer or PHP programmer for this
purpose.  PHP developer works as per the needs and requirements of his or her client.
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